Abstract. We consider a random subgraph Gp of a host graph G formed by retaining each edge of G with probability p. We address the question of determining the critical value p (as a function of G) for which a giant component emerges. Suppose G satisfies some (mild) conditions depending on its spectral gap and higher moments of its degree sequence. We define the second order average degreed to bed =
Introduction
Almost all information networks that we observe are subgraphs of some host graphs that often have sizes prohibitively large or with incomplete information. A natural question is to deduce the properties that a random subgraph of a given graph must have.
We are interested in random subgraphs of G p of a graph G, obtained as follows: for each edge in G p we independently decide to retain the edge with probability p, and discard the edge with probability 1 − p. A natural special case of this process is the Erdős-Rényi graph model G(n, p) which is the special case where the host graph is K n . Other examples are the percolation problems that have long been studied [10, 11] in theoretical physics, mainly with the host graph being the lattice graph Z k . In this paper, we consider a general host graph, an example of which being a contact graph, consisting of edges formed by pairs of people with possible contact, which is of special interest in the study of the spread of infectious diseases or the identification of community in various social networks.
A fundamental question is to ask for the critical value of p such that G p has a giant connected component, that is a component whose volume is a positive fraction of the total volume of the graph. For the spread of disease on contact networks, the answer to this question corresponds to the problem of finding the epidemic threshold for the disease under consideration, for instance.
For the case of K n , Erdős and Rényi answered this in their seminal paper [8] : if p = c n for c < 1, then almost surely G contains no giant connected component and all components are of size at most O(log n), and if c > 1 then, indeed, there is a giant component of size n. For general host graphs, the answer has been more elusive. Results have been obtained either for very dense graphs or bounded degree graphs. Bollobas, Borgs, Chayes and Riordan [3] showed that for dense graphs (where the degrees are of order Θ(n)), the giant component threshold is 1/ρ where ρ is the largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix. Frieze, Krivelevich and Martin [9] consider the case where the host graph is d-regular with adjacency eigenvalue λ and they show that the critical probability is close to 1/d, strengthening earlier results on hypercubes [2] and Cayley graphs [12] . For expander graphs with degrees bounded by d, Alon, Benjamini and Stacey [1] proved that the percolation threshold is greater than or equal to 1/(2d).
Here, we are interested in percolation on graphs which are not necessarily regular, and can be relatively sparse (i.e., o(n 2 ).) As we state our results, we note thatd denotes the second-order average degree of G and σ denotes the spectral gap of the normalized Laplacian of G and vol k (G) denotes the kth moment of the degree sequence. Full definitions of these concepts are given in
We will prove the following
is any slowly growing function as n → ∞.
Here, an event occurring a.a.s. indicates that it occurs with probability tending to one as n tends to infinity. In order to prove the emergence of giant component where p ≥ (1 + c)/d, we need to consider some additional conditions. Suppose there is a set U satisfying
where and M are constant independent of n. In this case, we say G is ( , M )-admissible and U is an ( , M )-admissible set. 
. In this case, we say that f and g are of the same order. Also,
We note that under the assumption that the maximum degree ∆ of G satisfying ∆ = o(d σ ), it can be show that the spectral norm of the adjacency matrix satisfies
Further observe in the case that vol 3 (G) ≤ Mdvol 2 (G), G is ( , M )-admissible for any , and if the other conditions of Theorem 2 are satisfied, we observe that the percolation threshold of G is
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the notation and some basic facts. In Section 3, we examine several spectral lemmas which allow us to control the expansion. In Section 4, we prove Theorem 1, and in Section 5, we complete the proof of Theorem 2.
Preliminaries
Suppose G is a connected graph on vertex set V . Throughout the paper, G p denotes a random subgraph of G obtained by retaining each edge of G independently with probability p.
Let A = (a uv ) denote the adjacency matrix of G, defined by a uv = 1 if {u, v} is an edge; 0 otherwise.
For each vertex set S and a positive integer k, we define the k-th volume of G to be
The volume vol(G) is simply the sum of all degrees, i.e. vol(G) = vol 1 (G). We define the average
vol 0 (G) and the second order average degreed =
. . , d vn ) denote the diagonal degree matrix. Let 1 denote the column vector with all entries 1 and d = D1 be column vector of degrees. The normalized Laplacian of G is defined as
The spectrum of the Laplacian is the eigenvalues of L sorted in increasing order.
Many properties of λ i 's can be found in [4] . For example, the least eigenvalue λ 0 is always equal to 0. We have λ 1 > 0 if G is connected and λ n−1 ≤ 2 with equality holding only if G has a bipartite component. Let
Furthermore, σ is closely related to the mixing rate of random walks on G.
The following lemma measures the difference of adjacency eigenvalue andd using σ.
Lemma 1. The largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix of G, ρ, satisfies
is the is the unit eigenvector of L corresponding to eigenvalue 0. We have
Then,
For any subset of the vertices, S, we let letS denote the complement set of S. The vertex boundary of S in G, denoted by Γ G (S) is defined as follows:
When S consists of one vertex v, we simply write Γ G (v) for Γ G ({v}). We also write Γ (S) = Γ G (S) if there is no confusion.
Similarly, we can define Γ Gp (S) to be the set of neighbors of S in our percolated subgraph G p .
Several spectral lemmas
We begin by proving two lemmas, first relating expansion in G to the spectrum of G, then giving a probabilistic bound on the expansion in G p
Lemma 2. For two disjoint sets S and T , we have
Proof: Let 1 S (or 1 T ) be the indicative column vector of the set S (or T ) respectively. Note
Here 1 * S denotes the transpose of 1 S as a row vector. We have
We have
Let e v be the column vector with v-th coordinate 1 and 0 else where. Then
v is the diagonal matrix with degree entry at vertex in T and 0 else where. We have
Lemma 3. Suppose that two disjoint sets S and T satisfy
Then we have that
with probability at least
.
Proof:
For any v ∈ T , let X v be the indicative random variable for v ∈ Γ Gp (S). We have
Then X is the sum of independent random variables X v .
Note that
by using Lemma 2 and the assumptions on S and T .
We apply the following Chernoff inequality, see e.g. [7] 
2∆ (X) .
We set a = αE(X), with α chosen so that
To complete the proof, note α > δ/5.
The range of p with no giant component
In this section, we will prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1: It suffices to prove the following claim.
Claim A: If pρ < 1, where ρ is the largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix, with probability at least 1 −
, all components have volume at most C vol 2 (G).
Proof of Claim A:
Let x be the probability that there is a component of G p having volume greater than C vol 2 (G). Now we choose two random vertices with the probability of being chosen proportional to their degrees in G. Under the condition that there is a component with volume greater than C vol 2 (G), the probability of each vertex in this component is at least
vol (G) . Therefore, the probability that the random pair of vertices are in the same component is at least
On the other hand, for any fixed pair of vertices u and v and any path P of length k in G. The probability of u and v is connected by this path in G p is exactly p k . The number of k-path from u to v is at most 1 * u A k 1 v . Since the probabilities of u and v being selected are du vol(G) and dv vol (G) respectively, the probability that the random pair of vertices are in the same connected component is at most
Combining with (4), we have
which implies
Claim A is proved.
The emergence of the giant component
We haved
Proof of Theorem 2:
It suffices to assume p = 
Hence, U is a (2 , M ) admissible set. We will concentrate on the neighborhood expansion within U .
Condition 1 in Lemma 3 is always satisfied.
Condition 3 in Lemma 3 is also trivial because
Now we verify condition 2. We have
The conditions of Lemma 3 are all satisfied. Then we have that
with probability at least 1 − exp −
by our assumption that c is small, the neighborhood of S i grows exponentially, allowing condition 2 of Lemma 3 to continue to hold and us to continue the process. We stop when one of the following two events happens,
Let us denote the time that this happens by t.
If the first, but not the second, case occurs we have
In the second case, we have
By lemma 4 with η = , we have vol(
On the other hand, note that that since vol(S i ) ≥ βvol(S i−1 ), we have that vol(S i ) ≤ β i−t vol(S t ), and hence we have
In either case we have vol(S t ) = Θ(vol(G)). For the moment, we restrict ourselves to the case where Cσ 2 n > ∆ ln n.
Each vertex in S t is in the same component as some vertex in S 0 , which has size at most
We now combine the k 1 largest components to form a set W (1) with vol(
Note that since the average size of a component is
We grow as before: Let W
0
0 . Note that the conditions for Lemma 3 are satisfied by W and T (1) 0 . We run the process as before, setting W (1) 0 . We combine the largest k 2 components to form a set W (2) of size > Cσ 2 vol(G). If k 2 = 1, then one more growth finishes us, otherwise vol(W (2) ) < 2Cσ 2 vol(G), the average size of components is at least C 2 vol(G) σ 4 n and hence k 2 ≤ C 2 σ 6 n.
, so that W In the case where ∆ ln n > Cσ 2 n, we note that |S 0 | ≤
, and the average volume of components in S t is at least
= ω(∆ ln n), so we can form W (1) by taking just 1 component for n large enough, and the proof goes as above.
We note that throughout, we never try to expand if vol(Q We run for a constant number of phases, and run for at most a logarithmic number of steps in each growth phase as the sets grow exponentially. Thus, the probability of failure is at most C log(n)n −K = o(1) for some constant C , thus completing our argument that G p contains a giant component with high probability.
Finally, we prove the uniqueness assertion. With probability 1 − C log(n)n −K there is a giant component X. Let u be chosen at random; we estimate the probability that u is in a component of volume at least max(2d log n, ω(σ vol(G))). Let Y be the component of u. 
